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Semantic and Pragmatic Implications of Irony in the Holy Quran
This study aims at shedding light on the semantic and pragmatic implications
of irony in the Holy Quran. Though irony is a universal phenomenon, people
misunderstand it and take it literally. This study aims to provide a better
understanding of the ironic ayaat through semantic and pragmatic
perspectives. For this purpose, a number of ironic ayaat were selected and
classified in a table for the analysis. The analysis of the data is based on
gathering, analyzing, and clarifying the implicated meaning of some cases of
irony from the Holy Quran in terms of the main descriptive models of irony
proposed by contemporary specialists of semantic and pragmatic studies. This
study shows that every ironic aya is an interpretive representation of
wisdom, namely the wisdom that God wanted to communicate. Furthermore, it
helps in determining and characterizing the communicative functions of
ironic ayaat of the Holy Quran in which any communicative intent of ironic
ayaat seems to be relevant and obvious in its particular context as it
achieves contextual effects to make such ayaat worthy of the reader's
attention.
Verbal Irony
Sep 30 2019 Seminar paper from the year 2010 in the subject
Speech Science / Linguistics, grade: 1,0, Saarland University
(Computerlinguistik), course: Computational Approaches to Creative Language,
language: English, abstract: Human communication often involves the use of
irony. In many cases, it is far from obvious if an utterance is meant
ironical or not. Context and world knowledge are needed to discriminate

Jul 09 2020

literal from ironic intent. Linguists have worked on describing the nature
of irony and come up with ideas which reflect the intuitive understanding of
irony. Parallely, computational linguists are confronted with the challenge
of automatically detecting irony. When an utterance contains irony, the only
chance of getting the intent, is understanding and interpreting the irony in
it. I review different theories of irony in chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes
the state-of-the-art of automatic irony detection, covers the importance of
corpus study for future research and proposes a fusion between theory,
corpus study and automatic detection.
Irony in the Work of Philosophy
Aug 10 2020 In an era that proclaims itself
postironic, the question and problem of irony are of more interest than
ever. In this compelling inquiry, Claire Colebrook first takes up all the
majorøfigures in post-Cartesian philosophy on the subject of irony: Spinoza,
Kant, Hegel, and Nietzsche. She similarly examines the modern thinkers in
the Anglo-Saxon tradition: Rorty, Searle, and de Man. She then engages in an
analysis of the Continental canon and the ironic dimension that marks
contemporary philosophy. Beyond the question of irony, Colebrook treats the
presence of irony in the history of philosophy and those points of overlap
between nineteenth- and twentieth-century literature and philosophy.
Ultimately, she extends what has belonged primarily to the domain of
literature into a world of concepts.
A Study of Irony in the Works of Thomas Hardy
Jan 15 2021
Ambivalence and Irony in the Works of Joseph Roth
Feb 13 2021 Did Joseph
Roth, the socialist, revolutionary and sceptic, become a monarchist,
reactionary and believer? This work attributes the contradictory
manifestations in the life and personality of Roth to the attitude of
ambivalence and irony that characterised him and his generation. The
historical and intellectual situation that led to the dominance of this
attitude and Roth's susceptibility to it due to the circumstances of his
life are discussed. A meticulous study of Roth's letters, journalistic work
and novels follows substantiating the thesis advanced.
This is the Sound of Irony: Music, Politics and Popular Culture
Jul 01 2022
The use of irony in music is just beginning to be defined and critiqued,
although it has been used, implied and decried by composers, performers,
listeners and critics for centuries. Irony in popular music is especially
worthy of study because it is pervasive, even fundamental to the music, the
business of making music and the politics of messaging. Contributors to this
collection address a variety of musical ironies found in the ’notes
themselves,’ in the text or subtext, and through performance, reception and
criticism. The chapters explore the linkages between irony and the comic,
the tragic, the remembered, the forgotten, the co-opted, and the resistant.
From the nineteenth to twenty-first centuries, through America, Europe and
Asia, this provocative range of ironies course through issues of race,
religion, class, the political left and right, country, punk, hip hop, folk,
rock, easy listening, opera and the technologies that make possible our pop
music experience. This interdisciplinary volume creates new methodologies
and applies existing theories of irony to musical works that have made a
cultural or political impact through the use of this most multifaceted of
devices.
Humour and Irony in the New Testament
Sep 03 2022

Irony in the Old Testament
Mar 05 2020
Cool Characters
Jun 27 2019 Lee Konstantinou examines irony in American
literary and political life, showing how it migrated from the
countercultural margins of the 1950s to the 1980s mainstream. Along the way,
irony was absorbed into postmodern theory and ultimately become a target of
recent writers who have moved beyond its limitations with a practice of
“postirony.”
The Triumph of Irony in the Book of Judges
Apr 29 2022 The Triumph of Irony
in the Book of Judges focuses on the literary quality of the book of Judges.
Klein extrapolates the theme of irony in the book of Judges, seeking to
prove that it is the main structural element. She points out how this
literary device adds to the overall meaning and tone of the book, and what
it reveals about the culture of the time. Chronologically divided into
sections, Klein explores the narrative and commentates on the literary
properties throughout-plot, character development, and resolution, as well
as the main theme of irony.
Structural Irony in the Novels of Jane Austen
May 19 2021
The Necklace and Other Short Stories
Aug 29 2019 Opulence is sometimes
deceiving“She removed the wraps from her shoulders before the glass, for a
final view of herself in her glory. Suddenly she uttered a cry. Her necklace
was not around...” - Guy de Maupassant, The Necklace Madame Mathilde Loisel
is displeased: she cannot go to a fancy party because she doesn’t have
anything to wear. Her husband tries to help her and gives her money to buy a
new dress. She insists she also needs jewels so she borrows a diamond
necklace from her friend, Madame Jeanne Forestier. After the party, Mathilde
realizes that she lost the stunning necklace. ,This book has been
professionally formatted for e-readers and contains a bonus book club
leadership guide and discussion questions. We hope you’ll share this book
with your friends, neighbors and colleagues and can’t wait to hear what you
have to say about it.
Satire and Irony in the Later Novels of Edith Wharton
Dec 14 2020
Experiencing Irony in the First Gospel
Jul 29 2019 The Gospel of Matthew is
both deliberately deceptive and emotionally compelling.Karl McDaniel
explores ways in which the narrative of the Gospel of Matthew elicits and
develops the emotions ofsuspense, surprise, and curiosity within its
readers. While Matthew 1:21 invites readers to expect Jewish salvation,
progressive failure of the plot's main characters to meet Jesus' salvation
requirements creates increasing suspense for the reader. How will Jesus save
'his people'? The commission to the Gentiles at the Gospel's conclusion
provokes reader surprise, and the resulting curiosity calls readers back to
the narrative's beginning.Upon rereading with a retrospective view, readers
discover that the Gentile mission was actually foreshadowed throughout the
narrative, even from its beginning, and they are invited to partake in
Jesus' final commission.
Irony May 31 2022 Table of contents
The Cask of Amontillado (????????)
Aug 02 2022 Simple Sabotage Field Manual
was authored byby The United States Office of Strategic Services and is a
must for any student of strategy and sabotage.
Irony in Charles Dickens' Oliver Twist
Feb 25 2022 Seminar paper from the
year 2005 in the subject English Language and Literature Studies -

Literature, grade: 1,3, RWTH Aachen University (Institut für Anglistik,
Lehrstuhl 1), course: Charles Dickens, 13 entries in the bibliography,
language: English, abstract: When first reading ‘Oliver Twist’ it is obvious
to most attentive readers that Dickens uses irony. What also becomes clear
is that he uses irony in a variety of forms. To grasp this variety it is
hardly ever sufficient to use the classical definition of irony exclusively
according to which “an ironical utterance is traditionally analyzed as
literally saying one thing and figuratively meaning the opposite.” In order
to give the reader a more detailed idea of what irony is, the main part of
this work will be divided into two sub-divisions. The first sub-division
tries to give an answer to the question what irony is in general and how it
can be sub-classified into more specific types of irony. The second subdivision is supposed to show the reader which of the formerly described
types of irony can or cannot be applied to Oliver Twist and why they can be
or cannot be applied. This should give the reader a better idea of why an
utterance or a situation is perceived as ironic. The aim is not only to make
the reader realise irony but also to make him able to say as to why this
situation or that utterance can be seen as ironic. The conclusion will then
show to what extent the definitions given in the first sub-division of the
main part are useful to analyze irony in the novel. It is also supposed to
answer the question why Dickens used irony and what he wanted to achieve
using it. The definition of irony and the sub-categorization into the
different types of irony, which is the basis of the first sub-division of
the main part, was mainly overtaken from The Bedford Glossary of Critical
and Literary Terms . The main advantage of this definition is that it draws
clear cut boundaries between the different types of irony and gives clear
advice how to differentiate between them. Except for one chapter in the book
by Patricia Plummer , there was no literature exclusively dealing with the
different forms of irony in Oliver Twist specifically. The problem with Mrs.
Plummer’s work is that she exclusively describes the ironic parts of Oliver
Twist by means of rhetorical figures. Of course, this is a tenable approach
but it did not really serve the purpose of a better understanding of irony
in Oliver Twist, which is the aim of this work.
Irony in the Age of Empire
Sep 22 2021 Comedy, from social ridicule to the
unruly laughter of the carnival, provides effective tools for reinforcing
social patterns of domination as well as weapons for emancipation. In Irony
in the Age of Empire, Cynthia Willett asks: What could embody liberation
better than laughter? Why do the oppressed laugh? What vision does the comic
world prescribe? For Willett, the comic trumps standard liberal accounts of
freedom by drawing attention to bodies, affects, and intimate relationships,
topics which are usually neglected by political philosophy. Willett's
philosophical reflection on comedy issues a powerful challenge to standard
conceptions of freedom by proposing a new kind of freedom that is
unapologetically feminist, queer, and multiracial. This book provides a wideranging, original, thoughtful, and expansive discussion of citizenship,
social manners, and political freedom in our world today.
Experiencing Irony in the First Gospel
Jan 27 2022 The Gospel of Matthew is
both deliberately deceptive and emotionally compelling.Karl McDaniel
explores ways in which the narrative of the Gospel of Matthew elicits and
develops the emotions ofsuspense, surprise, and curiosity within its

readers. While Matthew 1:21 invites readers to expect Jewish salvation,
progressive failure of the plot's main characters to meet Jesus' salvation
requirements creates increasing suspense for the reader. How will Jesus save
'his people'? The commission to the Gentiles at the Gospel's conclusion
provokes reader surprise, and the resulting curiosity calls readers back to
the narrative's beginning.Upon rereading with a retrospective view, readers
discover that the Gentile mission was actually foreshadowed throughout the
narrative, even from its beginning, and they are invited to partake in
Jesus' final commission.
Irony in Film
Nov 24 2021
Irony in the Fourth Gospel
Oct 04 2022
Irony in Mark's Gospel
Nov 12 2020 The author of this lucid and
interdisciplinary study of Mark's Gospel believes that - when applied to
Gospel texts - sociological analysis and literary criticism may be far
closer together in purpose and intent than is often supposed. Professor
Camery-Hoggatt therefore begins his work with an exploration of the social
functions of narrative in general, and of ironic narrative in particular. He
then turns to the literary functions of the internal elements of the
narrative, and draws the two discussions together into a single framework
that can be used as a lens through which Mark's Gospel can be read. The
author's claim is that irony - especially dramatic irony - thoroughly
permeates the Gospel, and that this evinces a rhetorical strategy central to
Mark's whole narrative. The second half of the book shows that the presence
of irony is especially powerful when the deeper level of meaning is somehow
hidden from the story's characters.
The Use of Irony in Jane Austen’s 'Pride and Prejudice'
paper from the year 2009 in the subject English Language and Literature
Studies - Literature, grade: 1,0, Justus-Liebig-University Giessen,
language: English, abstract: In contrast to the obtrusive morality of the
majority of novels at that time, Austen’s pieces of work are strongly marked
by an ironic tone, a subtle humour and highly ambivalent statements. This
ambivalence and high use of irony makes it, even today, difficult to
determine Austen’s attitudes towards society and the question whether her
novels are to be interpreted as conservative, modern or feministic pieces of
literature. Romantic novel, Bildungsroman, comedy of manners and comedy of
character are some examples for the various terms Austen’s novels have been
labeled. In particular in Pride and Prejudice, an ironic tone is predominant
throughout the novel. As Klingel Ray states, Austen is “first and foremost a
satirist. And for a satirist, irony is the major tool of language.” In order
to analyse the novel thoroughly and adequately, it is thus of paramount
importance to study Austen’s use of irony and her intentions and motives
behind the ironic statements and events in the book. This essay seeks to
investigate Austen’s use of irony in Pride and Prejudice. After discussing
the definition of irony that should be applied when studying Austen’s works,
including an explanation of the different motives behind her use of irony,
the author’s treatment of irony in the structure of the plot and her
narrative strategy will be illustrated. An analysis of the two most ironic
characters in Pride and Prejudice will then follow, and their relative
contribution to the ironic tone of the novel will be depicted with the aid
of several examples. Finally, two exceptions from the prevailing ironic tone
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in Pride and Prejudice will be stated and explained.
Irony in Language and Thought
Jun 19 2021 Irony in Language and Thought
assembles an interdisciplinary collection of seminal empirical and
theoretical papers on irony in language and thought into one comprehensive
book. A much-needed resource in the area of figurative language, this volume
centers on a theme from cognitive science - that irony is a fundamental way
of thinking about the human experience. The editors lend perspective in the
form of opening and closing chapters, which enable readers to see how such
works have furthered the field, as well as to inspire present and future
scholars. Featured articles focus on the following topics: theories of
irony, addressing primarily comprehension of its verbal form context in
irony comprehension social functions of irony the development of irony
understanding situational irony. Scholars and students in psychology,
linguistics, philosophy, literature, anthropology, artificial intelligence,
art, and communications will consider this book an excellent resource. It
serves as an ideal supplement in courses that present major ideas in
language and thought.
Romantic Irony
May 07 2020 This is the first collaborative international
reading of irony as a major phenomenon in Romantic art and thought. The
volume identifies key predecessor moments that excited Romantic authors and
the emergence of a distinctly Romantic theory and practice of irony
spreading to all literary genres. Not only the influential pioneer German,
British, and French varieties, but also manifestations in northern, eastern,
and southern parts of Europe as well as in North America, are considered. A
set of concluding “syntheses” treat the shaping power of Romantic irony in
narrative modes, music, the fine arts, and theater – innovations that will
deeply influence Modernism. Thus the cross-cultural and interdisciplinary
approach elaborated in the twenty chapters of Romantic Irony, as lead volume
in the five-volume Romanticism series, establishes a significant new range
for comparative literature studies in dealing with a complex literary
movement. SPECIAL OFFER: 30% discount for a complete set order (5 vols.).The
Romanticism series in the Comparative History of Literatures in European
Languages is the result of a remarkable international collaboration. The
editorial team coordinated the efforts of over 100 experts from more than
two dozen countries to produce five independently conceived, yet
interrelated volumes that show not only how Romanticism developed and spread
in its principal European homelands and throughout the New World, but also
the ways in which the affected literatures in reaction to Romanticism have
redefined themselves on into Modernism. A glance at the index of each volume
quickly reveals the extraordinary richness of the series' total contents.
Romantic Irony sets the broader experimental parameters of comparison by
concentrating on the myriad expressions of “irony” as one of the major
impulses in the Romantic philosophical and artistic revolution, and by
combining cross-cultural and interdisciplinary studies with special
attention also to literatures in less widely diffused language streams.
Romantic Drama traces creative innovations that deeply altered the
understanding of genre at large, fed popular imagination through vehicles
like the opera, and laid the foundations for a modernist theater of the
absurd. Romantic Poetry demonstrates deep patterns and a sharing of crucial
themes of the revolutionary age which underlie the lyrical expression that

flourished in so many languages and environments. Nonfictional Romantic
Prose assists us in coping with the vast array of writings from the personal
and intimate sphere to modes of public discourse, including Romanticism's
own self-commentary in theoretical statements on the arts, society, life,
the sciences, and more. Nor are the discursive dimensions of imaginative
literature neglected in the closing volume, Romantic Prose Fiction, where
the basic Romantic themes and story types (the romance, novel, novella,
short story, and other narrative forms) are considered throughout Europe and
the New World. This enormous realm is seen not just in terms of Romantic
theorizing, but in the light of the impact of Romantic ideas and narration
on later generations. As an aid to readers, the introduction to Romantic
Prose Fiction explains the relationships among the volumes in the series and
carries a listing of their tables of contents in an appendix. No other
series exists comparable to these volumes which treat the entirety of
Romanticism as a cultural happening across the whole breadth of the “Old”
and “New” Worlds and thus render a complex picture of European spiritual
strivings in the late eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries, a heritage
still very close to our age.
Perspectives and Irony in American Slavery
Apr 05 2020
Is it ironic? Use of Irony in Kate Chopin’s "The Story of an Hour"
2020 Seminar paper from the year 2020 in the subject English Language and
Literature Studies - Literature, grade: 1,3, University of Tubingen,
language: English, abstract: "It’s ironic", is a statement certainly often
proclaimed after reader Kate Chopin’s short story The Story of an Hour, but
often it is not further dissected. After all, it is commonly expected one
should know what irony is and how it works. But that might not always be the
case. Surely, one needs a deeper understanding of the concept of irony to
properly comment on it as a formal element. Interpreting ironies can be very
enlightening as it deepens the understanding and meaning of texts as well.
In this paper first I am going to outline research done on irony, to define
its specific criteria, different types of irony and how irony is detected
and interpreted. Then, employing the knowledge about irony and its criteria,
specifically focusing on Wayne C. Booth’s four steps of reconstruction, I am
going to analyse the use of ironies in Kate Chopin’s The Story of an Hour.
Finally, I am going to analyse how the ironies in the short story can be
interpreted. All while arguing that the use of ironies in Kate Chopin’s The
Story of an Hour help illustrate the reality of a 19th-century woman feeling
trapped in her marriage.
Irony in Context
Oct 12 2020 In her book, Barbe discusses verbal irony as
an interpretative notion. Verbal irony is described in its various
realizations and thus placed within linguistics and pragmatics. From the
point of view of an analyzing observer, Barbe provides an eclectic approach
to irony in context, a study of how conversational irony works, and how it
compares with other concepts in which it plays a role. In addition, by means
of the analysis of irony as an integrated pervasive feature of language,
Barbe questions some basic unstated, literacy and culture-dependent
assumptions about language. Her study of irony complements contemporary
research in the area of conversational analysis.
Irony Aug 22 2021
The Big Book of Irony
Dec 02 2019 Jon Winokur defines and classifies irony

Feb 02

and contrasts it with coincidence and cynicism, and other oft-confused
concepts that many think are ironic. He looks at the different forms irony
can take, from an irony deficiency to visual irony to an understatement,
using photographs and relate-able examples from pop culture. * "Irony in
Action" looks at irony in language, both verbal and visual, while "Bastions
of Irony" and "Masters of Irony" look at institutions and individuals
steeped in irony, though not always intentionally. PLUS: * The Annals of
Irony looks at irony, and its lack thereof, throughout history. A delight
for anyone with a smart, dark sense of humor.
Irony in the Drama
Oct 24 2021
Irony in the Poetry of José de Espronceda, 1826 [i.e. 1808]-1842
Jan 03
2020 Focusing on Jose de Espronceda, who is widely regarded as one of the
most outstanding figures in 19th-century Spanish literature because his work
features all aspects of Romanticism, this work explores the various types of
irony in his poetic works.
Irony in the Medieval Romance
Nov 05 2022 Examination of the role played by
irony in one particular medieval genre: the romance. The author discusses
the themes to which irony is applied, the types of irony most commonly
employed, and the reasons, social and aesthetic, for the prevalence of irony
in this genre.
A Rhetoric of Irony
Mar 17 2021 Excerpts from works by Defoe, Beckett, and
other writings illuminated the progresses by which individuals perceive,
interpret, and communicate deliberately ironic statements in speed and
writing
Dramatic Irony in Chaucer
Apr 17 2021
The Lukan Voice
Oct 31 2019
Narrative Irony in the Contemporary Spanish-American Novel
Dec 26 2021 "As
a narrative device, irony in the Latin American novel has been treated
before in a rather fragmented, non-systematic way. It needed a cohesive
study based on close textual examination of several major novels. Professor
Tittler has done just that and done it well. This book is the best and most
comprehensive study of the ironic mode that we have."-Myron I. Lichtblau,
Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures, Syracuse University In this
book Jonathan Tittler explores some of the many possibilities that the
concept of irony holds for literary criticism. Identifying irony as a
characteristic property of Spanish-American fiction, Tittler offers close
readings of seven important novels: Carlos Fuentes' The Death of Artemio
Cruz, Juan Rulfo's Pedro Paramo, Manuel Puig's Betrayed by Rita Hayworth,
Guillermo Cabrera Infante's Three Trapped Tigers, Mario Vargas Llosa's Aunt
Julia and the Scriptwriter, Julio Cortazar's A Manual for Manuel, and Isaac
Goldemberg's The Fragmented Life of Don Jacobo Lerner. Tittler begins with a
comprehensive review of existing theories of irony, in all of which the
concept of narrative distance plays a major role. Next he proposes his own
innovative model for critical reading made up of two basic forms of irony,
which he terms "static" and "kinetic." He then applies the model
systematically to his readings of the texts-four in the static mode, and
three in the kinetic, linguistically self-conscious mode. Tittler concludes
by reflecting on the relationship between irony and the novel, asserting
that in the light of actual events in Spanish America, the novels
themselves, and the critical discourse in which they are evoked, may be

regarded as ironic phenomena.
Robert Browning's Romantic Irony in The Ring and the Book
Mar 29 2022 This
study is a reading of Robert Browning as an ironist in the tradition of the
German Romanticist Friedrich Schlegel, who coined the term "Romantic irony."
Specifically, Patricia Diane Rigg considers historicity or historical truth
in Browning's The Ring and the Book by distinguishing between the processes
of representation and re-presentation within the context of Romantic irony.
Irony and Sarcasm
Jul 21 2021 A biography of two troublesome words. Isn't
it ironic? Or is it? Never mind, I'm just being sarcastic (or am I?). Irony
and sarcasm are two of the most misused, misapplied, and misunderstood words
in our conversational lexicon. In this volume in the MIT Press Essential
Knowledge series, psycholinguist Roger Kreuz offers an enlightening and
concise overview of the life and times of these two terms, mapping their
evolution from Greek philosophy and Roman rhetoric to modern literary
criticism to emojis. Kreuz describes eight different ways that irony has
been used through the centuries, proceeding from Socratic to dramatic to
cosmic irony. He explains that verbal irony—irony as it is traditionally
understood—refers to statements that mean something different (frequently
the opposite) of what is literally intended, and defines sarcasm as a type
of verbal irony. Kreuz outlines the prerequisites for irony and sarcasm (one
of which is a shared frame of reference); clarifies what irony is not
(coincidence, paradox, satire) and what it can be (among other things, a
socially acceptable way to express hostility); recounts ways that people can
signal their ironic intentions; and considers the difficulties of online
irony. Finally, he wonders if, because irony refers to so many different
phenomena, people may gradually stop using the word, with sarcasm taking
over its verbal duties.
The Gift of the Magi
Sep 10 2020 The Gift of the Magi is a treasured short
story written by O. Henry. A young and very much in love couple can barely
afford their one-room apartment, let alone the extra expense of getting
Christmas presents for one another. But each is determined to show their
love for the other in this traditional time of giving; each sells a thing
they hold most dear in order to afford a present, with poignant and touching
results that capture their love for one another.
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